HITLER CREDITED WITH EXTRAORDINARY POWERS OF SWAYING CROWDS TO HIS WILL,
FORMS GRAY-SHIRTED ARMY

Armed With Blackshirts and Anti-Voting and Religious Order, They Obedy Orders Implicitly.

LEADER REACTS DEPENDENTLY TO BAVARIA

In Anti-Jud and Anti-Semitic, and

Bavarian Anti-Semitism Movement

FOR A UNITED GERMANY.

By ERIC HOFFES.

OBERHAUSEN, July 15—Hitler, the Fascist leader, told his followers today that a united Germany will be formed, and that they must work for that end. Hitler, speaking here today at a meeting of his followers, said that the movement of the Fascist party is working for a united Germany. He declared that the movement is working for a united Germany.

THERE WILL BE NO BAVARIAN NATIONALITY,

Hitler told his followers that there will be no Bavarian nationality. "There will be no Bavarian nationality," he said. "There will be no Bavarian nationality."

Hitler is the leader of the National Front, which is working for a united Germany. Hitler, speaking here today at a meeting of his followers, said that the movement is working for a united Germany.

Hitler is the leader of the National Front, which is working for a united Germany. Hitler, speaking here today at a meeting of his followers, said that the movement is working for a united Germany.
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